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ABSTRACT
Particulate and molecular contanunation can each impact the perfornkance of x-ray telescope systems. Furthermore, any
changes in the level of contamination between on-ground calibration and in-space operation can compromise the
validity of the calibration. Thus, it is important to understand the sensitivity of telescope performance---especially the
net effective area and the wings of the point spread function---to contanunation. Here, we quantify this sensitivity and
discuss the flow-down of science requirements to contamination-control requirements. As an example, we apply this
methodology to the International X-ray Obsei-vatmy (IXO), currently under joint study by ESA, JAXA, and NASA.
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1. INTRODUCTION
ESA, JAXA, and NASA are jointly studying the next facility-class x-ray-astronomy mission—the International X-ray
Observatory (IXO). IXO requires both very large effective area (> 3 m 2 at 1 keV, > 0.6 m2 at 6 keV) and good angular
resolution (< 5" half-power diameter; HPD), in order to achieve unprecedented sensitivities for the study of the high-
redshift Universe and for high-precision spectroscopy of cosmic x-ray sources.
Particulate and molecular contamination can alter the performance of x-ray optical systems 1, 2, 3, a, s, e—including, of
course, the proposed IXO x-ray telescope. In order to optimize the performance of an x-ray telescope and to ensure the
stability of its calibration, it is important to understand the sensitivity to contamination and to linut the accumulation of
contamination on the x-ray mirrors to a level that does not adversely impact the science goals. Combinin g the sensitivity
analyses with the science requirements leads (Figure 1) to contamination-control requirements, which then drive the
contamination-control plan, implementation, and verification.
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Figure 1: Flow-down of science requirements on a telescope's performance and calibration stability entails analyses of the
sensitivity of performance to particulate contamination and to molecular contamination.
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Particulate contamination always degrades x-ray performance (§2) through absorption and diffractive scattering, each of
which removes photons from the specular direction. On the other hand, small amounts of molecular contamination; if
deposited as a thin film, can improve performance (§3) by increasing the reflectance, at least for some x-ray energies.
However, any change in contamination—whether it improves or degrades performance—is problematic, in that it
compromises the calibration of the x-ray telescope. We adopt the conservative philosophy that the surest way to limit
changes in the level of contamination; is to impose comparable limits on the absolute level of contamination.
Here we review the effects upon the optical performance of grazing-incidence mirrors of particulate contamination (§2)
and of molecular contamination (§3), in order to determine the sensitivity of an x-rav telescope's performance to
contamination. We next discuss (§4) the results and implications for IXO contamination-control requirements, after
which we slunmarize (§5) our conclusions.
2. PARTICULATE CONTAMINATION
In this section, we first describe (§2.1) the basic effects of particulate contamination upon performance, providing a
detailed sketch of the calculations in Appendix A. We then quantify (§22) the sensitivity of grazing-incidence
telescopes to particulate contamination.
2.1. Basic effects
Particulates—"dust 'decrease the effective area or throu ghput of an x-ray telescope, through absorption and
diffractive scattering of the incident x rays. The diffractively scattered x rays contribute to the point spread function
(PSF) of the telescope, at characteristic angles 4 	 /(T a) dependent upon the x-ray wavelength ), and grain radius a .
To facilitate this discussion, we treat all particulates as spherical grains: Provided that the particulates are randomly
oriented; the precise shape of the grains is not critical in estimating the performance sensitivity and in formulating
contamination-control requirements.
The primary parameter quantifying extinction (absorption and scattering) is FD„st the fraction of the mirror surface
projected onto the aperture that is occupied by dust grains. For randomly oriented grains, this projected fractional areal
coverage by grains simply scales with fractional areal coverage (viewed normal to the surface) FD,,St and inversely
with the mirror's grazing angle a :
Fi 	 FDust	 (1)
nt,st =
sin a
For a distribution of grain sizes a,
FD,., = f F,(a)da=f [;r a 2 1n,(a)da ,	 (2)
with FQ (a) the differential fractional areal coverage per grain radius a, equal to the geometric cross-sectional area of
the grain times n, (a), the differential number of grains of radius a per unit surface area.
The expectation values q for absorbing and for scattering a photon of energy E, in a grain on either of the two
reflecting surfaces of a (two-reflection) grazing-incidence telescope are, respectively,
'qabs (E)-2x2x(Qabs (E))xFj'^,,=2x2x(Qays (E))xF,.t / sin a ,	 (3)
17scat (E) 2 x 2 x (O5ca1 (E)) x F t = 2 x 2 x (Qs.t (E)) x FD.t / sin a	 (4)
In these equations, one factor of 2 arises because the telescope requires two reflections to reach the focal surface. The
other factor of about 2 occurs because a photon may interact with a dust grain either before or after it reflects from a
mirror's surface. Consequently, we should consider each grain, not in isolation, but as a grain and its image together.
For grazing-incidence mirrors, this nearly doubles the effective cross-section of a grain—thus the second factor of 2.
The remaining factor is the grain-size averaged efficiency for absorption or for scattering, respectively:
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The expectation value and efficiency for extinction—absorption and scattering combined—are, of course,
17ext (E ) = 17abs (E)+ 17w., (E ) ,	 (7)
Qexr (E, a ) = Qabs (E, a ) + Q., (E, a )	 (8)
Given the expectation value q, for an interaction of type i = abs I scat I ext , the probability of such an interaction is
A(E)=1–exp[–gj(E)] 771 <<1 ^ 7h-
	 (9)
Although specific values for the grain-size averaged efficiencies depend upon composition and grain-size distribution.
( Qe7, (E)) , 2 at soft x-ray energies ( 0.1 keV < E < 10 keV ), for reasonable distributions. The balance of absorption and
scattering at low energies shifts toward scattering at high energies, as grains become transparent (Appendix A).
Two different diffractive scattering mechanisms can impact the imaging performance of x-ray telescopes: (a) scattering
by surface roughness and (b) scattering by particulates. Figure 2 (left panel) compares schematically the point spread
function for scattering by surface roughness with that of scattering by particulates. Surface-roughness scattering off a
mirror at grazing incidence is highly asymmetric, with the characteristic scattering angle in the plane of reflection
exceeding that out-of-plane by a factor csc a =1/ sin  . In contrast, particulate scattering is quasi-symmetric if the
grains are randomly oriented. (Taking into account diffractive scattering of the grain and its image combined, the
characteristic in-plane scattering angle would be one-half the out-of-plane one—i.e., itl(2za) versus /(era).) This
pronounced difference in the angular distribution of scattered radiation provides an effective diagnostic for identifying
scattering by dust, using intra-focal x-ray images (Figure 2 right panel) or sub-aperture focal images s (Figure 3).
Surface-roughness Scattering Particulate Scattering
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Figure 2: The left panel compares the point spread fiuiction for surface-roughness scattering with that for dust scattering.
For surface roughness at spatial frequency f , the characteristic scattering angle follows from the grating equation. The
right panel displays an intra-focal (1.49-keV) x-ray image obtained during testing VETA-1, the largest Chandra mirror pair
prior to final processing and coating with iridium. Scattered x rays partially fill in shadows of radial shuts that quadrisect
the ring: This out-of-plane scattering indicates that the minors were dusty ( FD,,,, ;t^ 100 ppm ) at that point. The final
Chandra mirror assembly shows little indication of dust scattering (Figure 8). (Diagrams and image are from Reference 7.)
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Figure 3: The left panel shows a focused sub-aperture x-ray image at 0.277 keV (C Ka), using the VETA-1 top quadrant;
the right panel, at 1.49 keV (Al Ka), using the bottom quadrant. Owing to x-ray energy and location on the mirror, the
scattering in the left image is primarily by dust, while that in the right image is primarily by surface roughness. Even in the
right image, some scattering is evident in the left and right quadrants, which x rays scattered by surface roughness on the
top or bottom quadrants cannot reach. (Images are from Reference 8.)
2.2. Sensitivity
For purposes of formulatin g compact contamination-control requirements for soft-x-ray telescopes, it usually suffices to
limit the fractional change of effective area due to extinction by particulate contamination:
C
,ef(E))1 =
_FeHI(E) n<—i7^(E)^-2x2x(Q^(E))xFD St ^-2x2x2xFD„St/sina. (10)
Aeff (E) PC
Here we use the fact that Q e, —> 2 for the energy and grain-size range of interest. Put another way, the grain-size range
of interest is that for which Q 	 2 which occurs for grains that are thick either to absorption or to dispersion—i.e.,
when x2 (p2 +,32 )= ( '6 2 +82 )(2,Tal )2 > 1 (Appendix A). The sensitivity function for particulate contamination is
then simply
d 1n [Aeff (E)] = _ 2 x 2 x (Q., (E)) ^ — 8	 11
dFnust	 sina	 sina	 ( )
which is only weakly dependent upon x-ray E over most of the energy range of interest. In any case, the absolute value
of the right-hand side of the above relation serves as a firm upper bound to the magnitude of the sensitivity to particulate
contamination at a specified grazing angle a .
3. MOLECULAR CONTA IINATION
In this section, we first describe (§3-1) the basic effects of molecular contamination upon performance, providing a
detailed sketch of the calculations in Appendix B. We then quantify (§3-2) the sensitivity grazing-incidence telescopes
to molecular contamination.
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3.1. Basic effects
Evaluating the effects of molecular contamination upon the performance of x-ray mirrors is more complicated than
doing so for those of particulate contamination. The effects of dust are always negative, in that extinction (absorption
and scattering) by the particulates always adversely affects perforrance. In contrast, a thin low-Z (e.g., hydrocarbon)
film actually increases the reflectance of a hi gh-Z (e.g., iridium) optical coating at most energies not immediately above
the atonic edges of the contaminant4, 9 . This increased reflectance can be substantial, especially just above the atomic
edges of the optical coating.
120 X 950 Ir on 60 A 95% Cr on 100 gb SiO-,
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Figure 4: The two-reflection efficiency—i.e., reflectance squared R  —of a grazing-incidence optic depends sensitively
upon the thickness of any molecular film overlaying the optical coating. This figure shows the efficiency for a (bare)
iridium optical coating, covered by a hydrocarbon filar of unit specific density and thickness 0-100 A, for 3 grazing angles.
Figure 4 displays the two-reflection efficiency R 2 —the square of the reflectance R(E, a) per surface (Appendix B)
for various thicknesses (0-100 A) of an example molecular contannant (pure-hydrocarbon film with specific density
P =1), over an iridium (120 A at 95% bulk density) optical coating. Less important to the response are the chromium
undercoating (60 A at 95% bulk density) and the silicate substrate. The figure overplots R' for three grazing angles
(^/s°, 2/a°, and 1°) representative of mirrors covering the soft-x-ray (0.1-10 keV) band. Note that, at most energies not
immediately above the carbon K edge (at 0.284 keV), the hydrocarbon film increases the reflectance of the surface. This
enhanced efficiency is particularly pronounced just above the iridium M edges (starting at 2.040 keV), but is significant
at most energies (away from the carbon edge of the molecular contaminant) below the critical energy (Appendix B) of
the optical coating for the mirror's grazing angle a :
EP ft (0.029keV)
FA
	(0.029keV)
Ec (a) 	 =	 coataig	10 4 Pcoat.g	 (12)
sin a Z	 sin a 	 sin a
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Although the effects on performance of a thin molecular film can be positive, stability of the molecular film remains an
issue. A change in the film's thickness between on-ground calibration and in-space operation or during operations can
compromise the integrity of the calibration—even if the change "improves" performance. Furthermore, substantial
molecular contamination can also broaden the PSF of the telescope, through diffractive scattering by the film's
microrouglmess or by condensed droplets. For these reasons, it is important to minimize the accumulation of molecular
contaminants.
Overcoating an x-ray mirror's optical coating with a thin layer of a nonvolatile low-Z material (e.g., carbon or boron
carbide) can stably alter the reflectance of the mirror 10' 11.12.13. As described above, this thin film enhances the mirror's
reflectance at most energies. As we shall see (§3.2), an additional benefit of the low-Z overcoating is that it decreases
the sensitivity of the mirror's reflectance to molecular contamination, at least over a significant energy range.
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Figure 5: The two-reflection efficiency—i.e., reflectance squared R  —of a grazing incidence optic depends sensitively
upon the thickness of any molecular film overlaying the optical coating. This figure shows the efficiency for an iridium
optical coating with a boron–carbide overcoating, covered by a hydrocarbon film of unit specific density and thickness 0-
100 A, for 3 grazing angles.
Figure 5 bottom panel shows the two-reflection efficiency R 2 for the example hydrocarbon molecular contaminant
over an iridium (120 A at 95% bulk density) optical coating that is overcoated with boron carbide (80 A at 90% bulk
density). Less important to the response is the silicon substrate. The hydrocarbon thicknesses and mirrorgrazing angles
are the same as those in Figure 4. Note that the hydrocarbon film decreases the reflectance at energies between the C K
edge and Ir My edge, for which it adds to the C K-edge absorption. However, the hydrocarbon film increases the
reflectance at most other energies.
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3.2. Sensitivity
From the calculations (Appendix B) illustrated by Figure 4 and Figure 5, we can compute the sensitivity of effective
area to molecular contamination. The (on-axis) effective area of a (two-reflection) grazing-incidence telescope
comprised of S shells is
A,ff (E) — YS `kff,s (E, as) — Ys=l 4,,.r R  (E, as	 (13)
with A,,P,, the geometric area of the unobstructed aperture of the sth shell and R(E, aj the reflectance at energy E for
the mean grazing angle a s of that shell. Rather than investigate a specific telescope design, which would specify A.P s
and a, for each shell, we examine the sensitivity to molecular contamination for the two-reflection efficiency at a few
grazing angles representative of soft-x-ray telescopes—namely, those used for Figure 4 and Figure 5.
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Figue 6: The fractional sensitivity, to molecular contamination, of the two-reflection efficiency of a grazing-incidence
optic depends upon the properties of the optical coating and of any overcoating. The sensitivity shown here is in %/A of a
pure hydrocarbon film of unit specific density and nominal 20-A thickness. This figure shows the sensitivity for a (bare)
iridium optical coating, at 3 grazing angles (cf. Figure 4).
In particular, to estimate the sensitivity, we use
d ln[Aeff (E)]^ d hiR 2 (E.a;C Fh,^^ 
=2 d ln[R(E,a;.e,jhjj
d E Fihn	 d C Fihn	 d C Filrn
where tFilin is the thickness of the contaminating molecular film. In that the fractional change in reflectance is not
linear (nor even monotonic) with the film thickness, we need to calculate the above sensitivity over a reasonable range
of film thickness: Based upon previous missions, we take this range to be 0-40 A. However, Figure 4 and Figure 5
(14)
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suggest that the relationship is fairly linear up to 100 A at energies for which bilayer interference is not strong.
Consequently, we adopt the following sensitivity function'.
d1n[Aeff (E)] d1nR2 (E,a;Q	 R2(E,a;e,+AB)—R2(E,a;el^	 (15)
d e Fiiin	 d eFilru	 Rz(E,a;el)M
taking P 1 = 20 A and A e = 20A.
Figure 6 shows this sensitivity function for molecular contamination, based upon the calculations leading to Figure 4: a
molecular contaminant (pure-hydrocarbon film with specific density p =1), on an iridium (120 A at 95% bulk density)
optical coating, over a chromium undercoating (60 A at 95% bulk density) on a silicate substrate. Figure 7 is for the
same molecular contaminant on the coatings used in Figure 5: a boron-carbide (80 A at 90% bulk density) overcoat over
an iridium (120 A at 95% bulk density) optical coating, on a silicon substrate. As discussed earlier, the sign of the
sensitivity changes with energy, as various atomic edges become important. Note that, except at energies just above the
boron and carbon K edges (at 0.188 keV and 0.284 keV, respectively), the B 4C overcoating reduces the sensitivity of
the reflectance and, hence, two-reflection efficiency to molecular (hydrocarbon) contamination.
X30 X 909' B_4 C on 120 A 95% Ir on 100% Si
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Figure 7: The fractional sensitivity, to molecular contamination, of the two-reflection efficiency of a grazing-incidence
optic depends upon the properties of the optical coating and of any overcoating. The sensitivity shown here is in %/A of a
pure hydrocarbon film of unit specific density and nolninal 20-A thickness. This figure shows the sensitivity for an iridium
optical coating overcoated with boron carbide, at 3 grazing angles (cf. Figure 5). The large oscillations result from bilayer
interference at energies for which the reflectance is generally sniall.
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4. DISCUSSION
Table 1 surnrnarizes the sensitivity of the effective area to particulate contamination (§2) and to molecular
contamination (§3), for a range of grazing angles (V3 0-1 0) typical of soft-x-ray (0.1-10 keV) telescopes. The sensitivity
to particulate contarmation is only weakly dependent upon x-ray energy. However, the sensitivity to molecular
contamination is strongly dependent upon x-ray energy, due to the importance of the atomic edges of the contaminant,
of the optical coating, and of any overcoating.
Table 1: The sensitivity of x-ray-telescope effective area to particulate contamination depends primarily upon grazing
angle, that of molecular contamination, upon grazing angle, x-ray energy, and properties of any overcoating.
A e ff sensitivity Particulate Molecular: CHz / Ir Molecular: CH Z / 134C / Ir
Grazing Z Fn„St 0.3 keV 1.0 keV 3.0 keV 0.3 ket' 1.0 keV 3.0 keV
a = 1° -0.046%/ppm -0.07%/A +0.22%/A +0.18% -0.25%/A -0.05%/A -0.17%/A
a = 2 /3° -0.069°.ro/ppm -0.05%/A +0.15%,,,A +0.42%/A -0. 17%/A -0.03%/A -0.05%/.
-0.14%/ppm I -0.020%/ +0.08%/A I +0.29%/. -0.08°i"o./'El I -0.01%/A I +0.06%/A
Combining science requirements with analyses of the sensitivity of optical performance metrics-effective area; image
quality, and their stability-upon particulate and molecular contamination, leads to contamination-control requirements.
Here, in order to formulate indicative contamination-control requirements with neither detailed science requirements
nor a specific telescope design, we shall require 1% effective-area stability due to chan ges in particulate contamination
and 1%, to changes in molecular contamination. For ti ghter or more relaxed science requirements, one may scale these
indicative contamination-control requirements accordingly. As stated in the Introduction (§l), "We adopt the
conservative philosophy that the surest way to limit changes in the level of contamination, is to impose comparable
limits on the absolute level of contamination."
Table 2: The contamination-control requirements depend upon the sensitivity of x-ray-telescope effective area to particulate
contannation and to molecular contalnlnatlon, and upon a performance allocation to each. For a I% stability allocation,
this table uses the sensitivities fiom Table 1 to set limits on the change in level of contamination.
< 1% change Particulate Molecular: I ACFih, I CHz / Ir Molecular: I ACF,,,,, I CHz / B 4C / Ir
Grazing Z I AF,,,,, 1 0.3 keV 1.0 keV 3.0 keV 0.3 keV 1.0 keV 3.0 keV
a =1° <22ppm <14A <5A <6A <4A <19A <6A
a = z/a° <14ppm <21A <7A <2A <6A <37A <19A
a ='/a° <7ppm <43A <13A <3A <12A <83A <18A
Based upon Table 2, to achieve 1% stability in the effective area requires controlling the particulate contamination to
approximately I Dust I < 10 ppm fractional areal coverage by dust. Requiring I% stability at all energies-including
at relevant atomic edges-would require (Figure 6 and Figure 7) controlling molecular contamination to I A( F;un l < 1A
less than the thickness of a monolaver: This seems overly demanding of the contamination-control implementation.
Consequently, we suggest basing requirements for controlling molecular contamination upon the telescope's broadband
response. This response depends upon the energy band used to set the requirement, as well as the choice of optical
coating and overcoating.
For example, as Table 1 and comparison of Figure 6 and Figure 7 demonstrate, a boron-carbide overcoating makes the
reflectance of overcoated iridium less sensitive than that of bare iridium, to hydrocarbon contamination-excluding
energies just above the B and C K edges. Thus, at most energies, an intentional overcoating with a low-Z material not
only enhances the reflectance but also reduces the sensitivity to molecular contamination.
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Based upon Figure 6, Figure 7, and Table 2, we adopt an indicative compromise requirement—namely; I At Fih„I < 5 A;
typical of a monolayer—to achieve better than 1% stability effective area over nearly the entire soft-x-ray energy range.
Table 3 summarizes indicative contamination-control requirements for the International X-ray Obset-vatory (IXO). For
IXO, the table allocates 1% each to effective-area modification due to particulate and to molecular contamination levels
at on-ground calibration and to their stability between on-ground calibration and in-space operations: The stated
contamination-control requirements scale approximately linearly with the assumed allocation—provided the
contamination is not severe. For comparison, Table 3 also shows the contamination-control requirements for the
Chandra X-ray Observatory'' and for XMM-Newton". The sensitivities for all three telescopes are similar ; in that each
uses mirrors with comparable grazing angles, in order to cover the soft-x-ray band. Thus the differences in the
contamination-control requirements (Table 3) result mainly from differing allocations and choice of energy band for
specifying requirements on molecular contamination.
Table 3: Indicative contamination-control requirements for IXO assume (initial) absolute and (subsequent) stability
allocations of 1% each for particulate and for molecular contamination. Chandra-AXAF and XMM-Nenvton requirements
allowed allocations of a couple-to-several percent to each.
Contamination type Particulate Molecular
Control parameter (Fn„s,)o I AFn„s , (kFa^n)o AI Film
IXO (1 °'o allocations) < 10 ppm < 10 ppm < 5 < 5 A
Chandra X-ray Observatory <; 26 ppm < 24 ppm <35A < 8 A
XMM-Newton < 70 ppm <; 70 ppm <, 8 A < 7 A
.
'l	 s' ^^ . y r aI^
	
astir	
rY..	 J//^1
1 mm (20.2")
Figure 8: Ring-focus (65-nun intra-focal) images obtained during ground calibration detect essentially no x rays in the
shadows of the struts of the Chandra (4 minor-pair) High-Resolution Minor Assembly (HRMA). The left image is at
0.277-keV (C-Ka.); the right, at 1.49-keV (Al-Ka). The pronounced left-to-right gradient is an artifact of the dependence of
the quantum efficiency of the nnicrochannel-plate detector upon an x ray's angle of incidence, due to a 6° tilt in the
orientation of the top plate's pores. (Images are from Reference 16.)
For the Chandra X-ray Observatory, measurements at NASA's X-Ray Calibration Facility (XRCF) and during in-space
calibration and science operations have confirmed that the contammation-control requirements are satisfied. There is
little evidence for scattering by particulates in images obtained either on the ground or in space. For example ; ring-focus
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miages 16 obtained at the XRCF (Figure 8) show essentially no scattering by dust into the shadows of the telescope's
struts (cf Figure 2 ri ght panel).
Careful re-analyses of spectra obtained during on-ground (XRCF) calibration and in-space operations have measured
contamination on the Chandra mirrors at a level equivalent to approximately 22 of a hydrocarbon film of unit specific
density 17, 18 Comparison of on-around and in-space data thus far detects no appreciable difference in the level of
contamination. In addition, Chandra has an on-board Flight Contamination Monitor 19—a radioactive cadmium (109Cd)
source mounted in the HRMA's forward contamination cover—which obtained data at the XRCF and at the start of in-
space operations, immediately prior to opening the forward contamination cover. These measurements 20 7 21 confirm that
any change in the molecular contaminant between on-ground calibration and initial in-space operations was small:
Based upon the (electron-capture daughter silver) Ag L-complex lines near 3 keV, the equivalent thickness of the
hydrocarbon film changed by Ae Filiu ;ze +3 ± I A or, including possible systematic effects, A  Film 1<5A
Based upon the Chandra and XMM-Newton experiences, achieving 1% stability in the calibration of the x-ray telescope
itself seems achievable. However, limiting the impact of molecular contannation upon the telescope's absolute
effective area to 1% may be challenging: A hydrocarbon monolayer could change the effective area by about this
amount.
5. SUMMARY
We reviewed and calculated the sensitivities of grazing-incidence telescopes to particulate contamination (§2) and to
molecular contamination (§3). Using the computed sensitivities, we suggested contamination-control requirements on
the initial level of contamination (at on- ground calibration) and on subsequent changes in the level of contamination, for
the International X-ray Observatory (IXO). For these indicative requirements, we assumed allocations of 1% (initial)
absolute and 1% (subsequent) stability in the effective area, due each to particulate contamination and to molecular
contamination. For reference, we compared (§4) these indicative IXO contannation-control requirements with
analogous requirements for the x-ray telescope of the Chandra X-ray Observatory and those of XMM-Newton. In that
all these telescopes have similar grazing-angle ranges to span the soft-x-ray band, the sensitivities are comparable.
Although we developed indicative contamination-control requirements on the absolute level of contamination, as well
as on the contamination stability, we regard stability to be more important. This is because changes in the level of
contamination between on-ground calibration and in-space operation would compromise the utility of the calibration.
However, there are diagnostics for estimating the level of contamination or its change, which can be used for in-space
calibration, as well as for on-ground calibration. Thus, calibration should be an activity that continues throughout a
mission.
Fortunately, contamination-control implementations for Chandra and XMM-Newton have limited absolute levels of
contamination on the x-ray telescopes to acceptable levels. Furthenuore, and even more important, the contamination
levels on these x-ray telescopes have remained stable over more than a decade from the on-ground calibrations. With
appropriate care—including cleanliness during fabrication, isolation of the mirror-assembly cavity whenever possible,
and operation at room temperature—telescope effective-area stability at about 1% is achievable.
Unfortunately; previous missions have not been so successful in limitin g the accumulation of molecular contamination"
onto cold surfaces—especially, the filters of cooled detectors. For such detectors, molecular contamination by low-
vapor-pressure materials is particularly problematic: Due to their low volatility, these materials outgas slowly, do not
effectively vent from the spacecraft, and accumulate onto surfaces too cold for them to vaporize. The most effective
approach to ensure that molecular contamination does not become an issue, is to keep all surfaces in the optical path
warm. Molecular-migration simulations show 21 that intermittent heating ("bake-out") of filters that normally operate at
cryogenic temperatures can aggravate the situation 25, unless the heating thoroughly vaporizes the contaminant from
the filter and vents it from the spacecraft or onto a permanently cold surface (cryo-getter). Obviously. the detector
should not be the cryo-getter of the observatory.
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APPENDIX A
Here we sketch the technical details for calculating the x-ray absorption and diffractive scattering efficiencies-
Qabs (E, a) and Qacat (E, a), respectively—ofa dust grain of radius a . (Because the x-ray refractive index is so close to
1, we can ignore reflection at the grain's surface.) Detailed calculations of these x-ray efficiencies for evaluating
particulate contamination generally appear in unpublished reports 26 . However, published investigations 27 ' 28 of the
interaction of cosmic x rays with interstellar grains, document similar calculations. The following summarizes essential
equations (e.g., from Reference 28) for calculating efficiencies.
Note that the integrations over cross-section are for an isolated spherical grain, thus, we here ignore interference of the
scattering from the grain with that from its image. Generalization to include interference of the grain with its image and
other arbitrary grain shapes is conceptually straightforward. albeit mathematically complicated.
We begin with the complex dielectric constant of an elemental material; which we write as
22
COP	
2 ./^
K =1– COP A
+Z f2 =1 EP A +' A
co	 Z	 E	 Z
where ct) = E / h = 2;r v = 2;r c / A is the angular frequency of the radiation, wP and EP -- h wP are the (electron) plasma
frequency and the corresponding plasmon energy EP - h c)p , and fl (E) and f2 (E) are respectively the real and
imaginary atomic scattering factors 29 . Recall that the plasma frequency (in cgs-Gaussian units) is defined through
CO2 _ 4rr e 2 ne – 4^r e 2 p Z	 (
/ 17COP 	, 	 l )
Me	 me M, A
with e the electron's charge, me and m, the electron's mass and the atomic mass unit, p the specific density of the
material, and Z and A its atomic number and atomic mass. Thus, the plasmon energy is EP = (0.029 keN^ p Z/A .
For a chemical compound of multiple elements indexed by atomic number Z, we approximate the dielectric constant as
K= 1 —^ 
z
(
( COP 
	
fz1+Tffz2 
=1– 
4)ze 2 P 1: Pz l .fzi+Z.fz2	 (18)
Z' CO )z	 Z	 me ma z (P) Az
Note that the fractional density (pz / p) in element Z is equal to the fractional molecular mass of that element. While
this approximation adequately describes the coarse-scale energy dependence of the x-ray dielectric constant of a
chemical compound, it does not accurately depict the fine-scale energy dependence: In particular, it does not include the
effects of adjacent atoms on the wave function of the photoelectron, which manifest as Extended X-ray Absorption Fine
Structure (EXAFS) or X-ray Absorption Near-Edge Structure (XANES) in the absorption coefficient. However, for
present purposes, this approximation suffices.
At x-ray energies, the complex refractive index—the square root of the complex dielectric constant K — is slightly less
than unity and can be written as
z	 z
m-1– cS–af3=1–^^ C`^ fzi Z fzz =1– 2me mp ( z^ 1 fziAZfzz	 (19)z	 l	 )
where S2 << 1 and '62 << 1. In this regime, J ^ [1– 9q(K)J12 and )6 , [– s(K)1/ 2 .
The imaginary part O(E) of the refractive index and the linear absorption coefficient ,ul (E) are simply related to
through
(16)
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fli (E) = fi  (E)P = 2 C C
o ^^6(E)= 4,7 13(E) - 47t h,6(E)	 (20)
with p the density of the grain and ,u (E) the mass absorption coefficient. Calculating the absorption efficiency of a
grain of radius a is conceptually straightforward:
%bs(E,a) =)" { 1 - exp [- Ail(E) e(b)1} 27rbdbb=0	
7t 
a2
	 (21)
where e(b) is the path length through the grain as a function of impact parameter b —2(b)= 2 a 2 - b2 for b 5 a
Calculating the diffractive scattering efficiency is more complicated. The normalized amplitude of the wave in the
shadow of the grain, at impact parameter b , is clearly
exp[ i(2 )(m-1)e(b)]=exp[(2)r)(i8(E)-,6(E))6(b)].	 (22)
Recognizing that the scattered wave amplitude is the above amplitude minus the incident field (Babinet's Principle),
Reference 28, for example, uses the Huygens-Fresnel Principle to integrate over the aperture—i.e., grain cross-
section—to obtain the diffractive scattering amplitude S(0) as a function of scattering angle 9 « 1
2
S(9) = 1 ( 2 
7 fb 
o 1-exp[-i 2,7 (m-1) e(b)] ^ Jo( 2)T b 9 21Tb db,	 (23)
with Jo the Bessel function (of the first kind) of order 0. The differential scattering efficiency is then
dQ.,(S)
	
2 S(,q) 
^2 	 S(S) ^2 where	 (24)
M — 27c	 7L a 2	 7L x 2
x-(27ra1A)=(a co/c).
	
(25)
In order to compute the (integrated) scattering efficiency Q,.t (E,a), one may either integrate the differential scattering
efficiency over solid-angle, or simply use
Qs,.(E,a) = Qem(E,a )- QTbs(E,a) ,	 (26)
where the extinction efficiency follows from the real part of the forward scattering amplitude, using the optical theorem:
QE, a = 47r	
)2
()	
X11 [S(0)]
= 4, 91 [S(0)]e	
2T<	 /7 a 2	 /7 x 2
Reference 28 derives analytic expressions for absorption and extinction efficiencies of (isolated) spherical grains. Here
we recast these expressions in terms of the refractive-index parameters 9(E) and 6(E) and the dimensionless grain-
size variable x.
gabs =1-	
1 
2 {I-e-4Yp [1+4x/3^^
8 x-,[3
Qe = 
2 -	 1	 ( a2 
-'52 -e_2x/^ 2x/3+ '62 
-S2 
cos(2x8	 s)- 2x+ 2/38 sin(2x8) .(29)
x2 ^ 2 +d2 1 /3 2 +5 2	 Q2+cS2^
	
Q2+C32^
Thus the extinction efficiency Qe, -> 2 if the grain is either absorption thick or dispersion thick (large phase change).
(27)
(28)
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APPENDIX B
We compute the reflectance from a multilayer-coated surface over an infinite substrate using a recursive method30. si
generalized for arbitrary incidence angle and expressed in notation we employed previously', 32. Here we sketch the
technical details of that computation.
Consider an incident wave of wavenumber ko entering from vacuum (the 0 1h layer), at a grazing angle ao to the top
surface of a stack of J uniform layers, with the last (J"') layer being semi-infinite—i.e., the substrate. Note that we
number the layers as j = 0, 1,	 J and the interfaces as j =1, • • •, J ; thus layer j lies between the interfaces j and
j + 1 . Given the complex dielectric constant (Appendix A) icy = m^ of the j" layer (j = 0, 1,	 J) , the
wavenumber ki in that layer is given by
k^ = M2 ko = K^ ko = (1 	 + AKA ) ko
	 (30)
where the dielectric increment (Arch
 - 
Ki -1) is small and negative at x-ray energies and obviously AK O = 0 for the
vacuum. Snell's Law (continuity of kt ) immediately determines the tangential (t) and, with the above equation, normal
(z) components of the wavevector in the j" medium:
kit =kot =ko cosao ;
	 (31)
k^ _ = k^ -Ise t =ko K^ -cos Z ao =ko 1+Atc^ -cos2 ao =ko sinZ ao+Atcj	(32)
The (complex) phase change in transiting layer j of thickness Az i - ( zj" - z J ) is then
Arpj = kj z Azj = ko V sin' ap +A, A j Azi ,
	 (33)
for j =1, • • •, J -1 —i.e., for the layers that are not semi-infinite.
In order to develop a recursive relation for the reflectance of the stacked layers, we first use the electromagnetic
boundary conditions to write the Fresnel reflectance amplitudes at the j 'h boundary, as though layer j were semi-
infinite—i.e., ignoring any reflected wave in layer j.
kj-,.- - kj 
=
f	 l	 k^ k1-1, -k2 ki,
L Yl-1,i^ l= k^ kJ
-1, - k2 kj,,	
(35)
for linear polarization II =1 perpendicular and II = 11 parallel to the plane of incidence.
Next we recursively include the contribution of the reflected wave in layer j to the reflected wave in layer j -1 . At
the last ( J t" ) interface, the full reflectance amplitude, for either polarization II , is
[ sJ-ilri = L r•J-i, i I ri ,	 (36)
because there is no reflected wave in (semi-infinite) layer J —i.e., the substrate. Given the full amplitude of the
reflected wave in penultimate layer J -1 , application of the following recursive relation eventually leads to I £o I n >
the amplitude of the reflected wave at the first interface:
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r£^	
ri = [ri-„j]rl +
ez^o^ [ £ i]lrl	 (37)I1	 l+e-2iAvjEJJl frl LrJ-1,jIrI
The reflectance at the first interface is then
RrI =^ ^ £o^lz ^z 
=
^ _ o^ri ^_
	 (38)
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ABSTRACT
Particulate and molecular contamination can each impact the performance of x-ray telescope systems.
Furthermore, any changes in the level of contamination between on-ground calibration and in-space operation can
compromise the validity of the calibration. Thus, it is important to understand the sensitivity of telescope
performance—especially the net effective area and the wings of the point spread function—to contamination. Here,
we quantify this sensitivity and discuss the flow-down of science requirements to contamination-control
requirements. As an example, we apply this methodology to the International X-ray Observatory (IXO), currently
under joint study by ESA, JAXA, and NASA.
Introduction
ESA, JAXA, and NASA are jointly studying the next facility-class x-ray-
astronomy mission—the International X-ray Observatory (IXO). IXO requires
both very large effective area (>3 m2 at 1 keV, >0.6 m2 at 6 keV) and good
angular resolution (<5 half-power diameter, HPD) in order to achieve
unprecedented sensitivities for the study of the high-redshift Universe and for
high-precision spectroscopy of cosmic x-ray sources.
Particulate and molecular contamination can alter the performance of x-ray
optical systems. In order to optimize the performance of an x-ray telescope
and to ensure the stability of its calibration, it is important to understand the
sensitivity to contamination and to limit the accumulation of contamination on
the x-ray mirrors to a level that does not adversely impact the science goals.
Science requirements and sensitivity studies lead to contamination-control requirements.
These requirements drive the contamination-control plan, implementation, and verification.
Science requirements
on PSF wings
and their stability
Science requirements
on effective area
and its stability
Requirement limiting
particulate contamination
and its change
Requirement limiting
molecular contamination
and its change
Science requirements 
on detector efficiency
and its stability
Particulate
contamination
control plan
Molecular
contamination
control plan
Verification through
monitoring, testing, 
and analyses
Calibration using
x-ray testing 
and analysesSensitivity to molecular
contamination
Sensitivity to particulate
contamination
Particulate contamination of x-ray mirrors
Particulates—i.e., dust—decrease the effective area or throughput of an x-ray
telescope, through absorption and diffractive scattering of the incident x rays.
The diffractively scattered x rays contribute to the point spread function (PSF)
of the telescope, at characteristic angles scat  /( ) dependent upon the x-
ray wavelength  and grain radius .
The expected number  of grain interactions per x ray is proportional to FDust
(fractional areal coverage by dust of the mirror surface) divided by the
projection factor sin  (ratio of aperture area to surface area for a grazing-
incidence mirror). Two factors of 2 arise because an x ray may interact with a
dust grain either before or after each reflection and on either the primary or
secondary mirror.
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
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FDust is the fractional areal coverage of a mirror’s surface by particulates; FDust
, the fractional
areal coverage projected onto the aperture. F() is the fractional areal coverage per grain
radius ; n(), the number of grains per unit surface area per grain radius . Qabs(E), Qscat(E),
and Qext(E) are grain-size-averaged absorption, scattering, and (total) extinction efficiencies,
respectively. While specific values for these efficiencies depend upon composition and grain
size distribution, Qext(E)  2 at x-ray energies of interest for reasonable size distributions.
Molecular contamination of x-ray mirrors
Evaluation of the effects of molecular contamination upon the performance of
x-ray mirrors is more complicated. A thin low-Z (e.g., hydrocarbon) film
actually increases the reflectance of a high-Z (e.g., iridium) optical coating at
most energies away from the atomic edges of the contaminant. This
increased reflectance can be substantial, especially just above the atomic
edges of the optical coating.
Although the effects on performance of a thin molecular film can be positive,
the stability of the molecular film remains an issue. A change in the film’s
thickness between ground calibration and in-space operation or during
operation can compromise the integrity of the calibration—even if the change
―improves‖ performance. Furthermore, substantial molecular contamination
can also broaden the PSF of the telescope, through diffractive scattering by
the film’s microroughness or by condensed droplets. For these reasons, it is
important to minimize the accumulation of a molecular contaminant.
Overcoatings
Overcoating an x-ray mirror’s optical coating with a thin layer of a nonvolatile
low-Z material (e.g., carbon or boron carbide) can stably alter the reflectance
of the mirror. As described above, this thin film enhances the mirror’s
reflectance at most energies. An additional benefit of the low-Z overcoating is
that it decreases the sensitivity of the mirror’s reflectance to molecular
contamination, at least over a significant energy range.
Dependence of two-reflection efficiency—i.e., squared reflectance—upon thickness of a (pure
hydrocarbon, specific density 1) molecular film on an iridium optical coating, without (left)
and with (right) a boron-carbide overcoating, for three grazing angles: 20, 40, and 60.
Sensitivity Particulate Molecular: CH2 / Ir Molecular: CH2 / B4C / Ir
Grazing  FDust =10
-5 0.3 keV 1.0 keV 3.0 keV 0.3 keV 1.0 keV 3.0 keV
 = 60 -0.46% -0.07%/Å +0.22%/Å +0.18%/Å -0.25%/Å -0.05%/Å -0.17%/Å
 = 40 -0.69% -0.05%/Å +0.15%/Å +0.42%/Å -0.17%/Å -0.03%/Å -0.05%/Å
 = 20 -1.38% -0.02%/Å +0.08%/Å +0.29%/Å -0.08%/Å -0.01%/Å +0.06%/Å
Conclusions
Combining science requirements with analyses of the sensitivity of optical
performance metrics—effective area, image quality, and their stability—upon
particulate and molecular contamination, leads to contamination-control
requirements. For a range of grazing angles (½°–1°, say) typical of soft-x-ray
(0.1–10 keV) telescopes, 1% stability of the effective-area calibration would
set the following approximate requirements on contamination control:
 Change in fractional areal coverage by particulates, |FDust|< 210
-5;
 Molecular-film change, |ℓ| < 4 Å (on Ir), 20 Å (on B4C/Ir) for 1 keV.
Stability will be worse just above relevant atomic edges.
The safest philosophy for preventing large changes in contamination levels is
to limit the absolute levels of contamination.
Sensitivity of the two-reflection efficiency upon change in molecular-contaminant thickness,
for a nominal 20-Å hydrocarbon film. Sensitivity is for 3 grazing angles: 20, 40, and 60.
